HOW THE US CMS PURSUE INTERNSHIP BENEFITTED ME (AND WILL BENEFIT YOU)
WHY DID I PARTICIPATE?
WHAT DO SCIENTISTS EVEN DO ALL DAY?

GRAD SCHOOL? MAYBE?

DO I EVEN WANT TO BE A PHYSICIST?

INTERNATIONAL CITIZEN = NO OPTIONS

LOW CONFIDENCE

ME IN JAN. 2022

COLLEGE SOPHOMORE

ASPIRING PARTICLE PHYSICIST BUT TOTAL NOOB.

NOT FROM RESEARCH SCHOOL = FEW OPPORTUNITIES
WHAT IS THE ULTIMATE TRUTH BEHIND OUR UNIVERSE?
DO YOU WANT TO JOIN 5000 OTHER SCIENTISTS FINDING THE ANSWER?

SNEHA VIRESHWAR DIXIT

CMS EXPERIMENT

MEENA KSHI

SUDHIR

GUILLERMO

YEAS!

ME, APRIL 2022.
WHAT DID I DO?

AS A USCMS PURSUE INTERN
Cool and established physicists

Learned new science and coding skills

Contributed to CMS software

Had fun and shared opportunities and resources!

Other interns (friends)
WHAT DID I GET?
SNEHA VIRESHWAR DIXIT

- Cool New Hair
- Experience in Particle Physics
- Confidence!!
- Certain About Career Path
- Me in August 2022

Huge Network!
= Job + Grad School Leads

Helpful Mentors!

Collaborative, Interdisciplinary Researcher
THANK YOU 🌹